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CHAPTER 1
It is a $235,000 price on my husband’s head. It is an earthquake that
has shaken our family apart; ripping our children’s net of security and
plunging us into a suffocating crevasse of fear.
So much pain! So much pain! Before me soars a wall a thousand feet
high. How am I to scale it? How am I to staunch my husband’s bleeding
anger? How have I come to stand–so unaware, so unprepared–in this place
I stand tonight?
God’s cathedral of the sky is bright tonight with stars. His light filters
through the blackened arms of whispering trees to the prison of my flesh.
Is this a furlough? A parole for my night-filled spirit? At least she cannot
steal this moment from me. It is mine; God’s gift. Her control stops here.
The warm night air encircles me with the gentle mercy of a hug; there is a
peace here that she has not–cannot–destroy. But tomorrow, in court, it will
only be a memory, a taste of balm that will fortify me and mine for another
day of suffering.
How can this be? How can this be happening to us? We are such ordinary
people, bit players on a quiet suburban stage of North America. We never
chose to audition for a nightmare. Normalcy and decency, not horror, have
been the focus of our placid days. Can death be worse than this? Can an
evil we have never paid homage to strangle us? I have become a creature of
craven fear, a dog kicked in the streets. I am the rats I studied in university,
zapped sporadically with electric current, urinating and defecating in fear.
Now the phone rings and I run for the bathroom; the doorbell goes and I
am afraid to answer. Our youngest daughter lifts her frightened blue eyes
to mine and asks, “Is that the Judge?” The sight of the mailman grips my
gut with icy dread. All doors are locked and barred. Like a robot I do the
tasks of every day; fainting before each new threat and fresh offensive. I am
a fugitive; trapped, dodging buckshot. My stomach heaves and churns in
a never ending round of diarrhea and nausea. My joints lock shut and my
head burns.
I must evaluate what is left to me. My home is falling under the long
siege. It is no longer a haven of security. My husband is about to lose
control and run amok. We have no money, even for food; no means to
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defend ourselves. Legal aid is broke and cannot handle appeals. I have
discovered that justice is a rich man’s toy. How do I explain this to my
children? Our eldest daughter has perforated ulcers. The others are anxious,
unable to concentrate. Their marks in school have dropped from honors
to a questionable pass. At one, at two, at four A.M. our sleep is jolted by
the ringing of the phone, and when we answer no one ever speaks. And
then we struggle anew over the rugged terrain of our fears, praying for the
comfort of sleep, only to wrestle again with the specters of our nightmare.
So what is left for us? Pain. Fear. A shattered faith. But also memories.
These remain. There is no future. Only the past. That cannot be seized.
Memory reminds me that there was a time of normalcy and hope and
beginnings. Why is it that of the thousands of days I have lived only a
relative few remain, etched like photographs in my mind? Are these the
pictures of who I am? Do these lead me somehow to the place where I am
today? Is memory just an escape from today’s horrors, or does it hold the
final meaning of my life?
The raucous cry of crows erupts from the darkened trees and their
black silhouettes shoot across the gentle sky.
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